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ABSTRACT
STUDY ON THE DISPERSION OF PARTICLES AT A FLUID-LIQUID
INTERFACE AND ITS APPLICATION IN HYDROPHILOUS POLLINATION
by
Naga Aditya Musunuri
This dissertation work describes the physics of particle adsorption and the spontaneous
dispersion of powders that occurs when they come in contact with a fluid-liquid interface
and its application in hydrophilous pollination of Ruppia Maritima, an aquatic plant. The
dispersion of particles can occur so quickly that it appears explosive, especially for small
particles on the surface of mobile liquids like water. PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry)
measurements show that the adsorption of a spherical particle at the interface causes an
axisymmetric streaming flow about the vertical line passing through the particle center.
The fluid directly below the particle rises upward, and near the surface, it moves away
from the particle. The flow, which develops within a fraction of a second after the
adsorption of the particle, persists for several seconds. The flow strength, and the volume
over which it extends, decrease with decreasing particle size. The streaming flow induced
by the adsorption of two or more particles is a combination of the flows which they
induce individually. The flow causes particles sprinkled together onto a liquid surface to
disperse, as well as to hydrodynamic stresses which is extensional in the plane tangential
to the interface and compressive in the normal direction. The stresses can cause the
breakup of particle agglomerates when they are adsorbed on a liquid surface.
The physics underlying the mechanisms of two-dimensional aquatic pollen
dispersal, known as hydrophily is also studied and presented here. The aquatic
pollination has evolved in several genera of aquatic plants, including Halodule,

Halophila, Lepilaena, and Ruppia. Ruppia maritima, which is native to salt and
brackish waters circumglobally, is selected for this study. Two mechanisms are
observed, by which the pollen released from male inflorescences of Ruppia is adsorbed
on a water surface: 1) inflorescences rise above the water surface and after they mature
their pollen mass falls onto the surface as clumps and disperses as it comes in contact
with the surface; 2) inflorescences remain below the surface and produce air bubbles
which carry pollen mass to the surface where it disperses. In both cases dispersed pollen
masses combined with others under the action of lateral capillary forces to form pollen
rafts. The formation of porous pollen rafts increases the probability of pollination since
the attractive capillary force on a pollen raft toward a stigma is much larger than on a
single pollen grain. The presence of a trace amount of surfactant can disrupt the
pollination process as the pollen is not captured or transported on the water surface.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective
The objective of this dissertation is to understand the physics behind the adsorption of
particles at a fluid-liquid interface, measure the transient flow created due to adsorption
and study the application of this phenomenon in hydrophilous pollination (pollination on
water surface) of Ruppia Maritima, a water plant.

1.2 Background Information on Adsorption of particles at Fluid-Liquid Interfaces
Past studies have been concerned with understanding the mechanisms by which particles
already trapped on fluid-liquid interfaces interact leading to their self-assembly into
monolayered patterns[1-3], the sudden dispersion of particles coming into contact with a
fluid-liquid interface described in this work has not been considered prior to our recent
study [4-6].
It was shown in [6] that (i) particles sprinkled over a small area almost
instantaneously spread over an area that can be several orders of magnitudes larger (see
Figure 1.1); (ii) a newly-adsorbed particle causes particles already trapped on the
interface to move away creating a particle-free region around itself (see Figure 1.2); and
(iii) dispersion influences the nature, e.g., structure and porosity, of the monolayer
clusters that are formed. These phenomena have importance in a wide range of
applications, such as pollination in hydrophilous plants, transportation and spreading of
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microbes and viruses, and the self-assembly of particles leading to the formation of novel
nano-structured materials, stabilization of emulsions, etc. [7-15]
The dispersion can occur so quickly that it appears explosive, especially on the
surface of mobile liquids like water. An experiment showing this can be performed easily
in a household kitchen by filling a dish partially with water and then sprinkling a small
amount of a finely-ground powder such as wheat or corn flour onto the water surface.
The moment the flour comes in contact with the surface it quickly disperses into an
approximately-circular shaped region, forming a monolayer of dispersed flour particles
on the surface (see Figure 1.1). The interfacial forces that cause this sudden dispersion of
flour particles are, in fact, so strong that a few milligrams of flour sprinkled onto the
surface almost instantaneously covers the entire water surface in the dish.

Figure 1.1 Sudden dispersion of flour sprinkled onto water in a dish. Streaklines were
formed due to the radially-outward motion of the particles emanating from the location
where they were sprinkled. The size of flour particles was ~2-100 µm.
Source: [5]

It was shown by [4, 6] that the initial dispersion of particles is due to the fact that
when a particle comes in contact with the interface, the vertical capillary force pulls it
into the interface, thereby causing it to accelerate in the direction normal to the interface
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(see Figure 1.2). The maximum velocity increases with decreasing particle size; for
nanometer-sized particles, e.g., viruses and proteins, the velocity on an air-water interface
can be as large as ~47 m/s. Also, since the motion of a particle on the surface of mobile
liquids like water is inertia dominated, it oscillates vertically about its equilibrium height
before the viscous drag causes it to stop. This gives rise to a streaming flow on the
interface away from the particle (see Figure 1.2c).

liquid
(a)

air

air

air





liquid

liquid
(b)

(c)

18 µm glass particles

Test particle

Particle-free
region

(d)
Figure 1.2 Trapping (or adsorption) of particles at an interface. (a) The particle comes in
contact with the interface. (b) The particle is pulled downwards by the interfacial force (
 12 ). (c) The particle oscillates about the equilibrium height within the interface causing a
radially outward flow on the interface. (d) (Left) A glass sphere of diameter 1.1 mm
being dropped onto a monolayer of 18 µm tracer glass particles on the surface of 60%
glycerin in water. (Right) The flow on the surface causes all of the nearby tracer particles
to move away so that a roughly circular, particle-free region is created.
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The energy needed to pull a particle into the interface and to induce the streaming
flow comes from the net decrease in the interfacial energy ( Wa ) due to the adsorption of
the particle [6]. By assuming that the particle floats without significantly deforming the
interface, it can be shown that

Wa

for a spherical particle of radius R is

Wa = R 2  12 1  cos 2

(1.1)

where  is the contact angle and  12 is the interfacial tension between the upper and
lower fluids [8, 16].
Therefore, when two or more particles are simultaneously adsorbed at the
interface, each of the particles causes a streaming flow on the interface away from itself
thereby causing the other particles to move away. When two particles are adsorbed the
maximum distance by which they move apart is about a few diameters. But, as the
number of particles being adsorbed increases, the distance travelled by a particle,
especially if it is near the outer periphery of the cluster, can be very large—several orders
of magnitude larger than any dimension of the area over which particles are sprinkled.
For example, as noted above, a few milligrams of flour sprinkled over a very small area
on the water surface almost spontaneously disperses to cover the entire water surface in
the dish.
The dispersion phase, which lasts for a short period of time (about one second for
the case described in Figure 1.1), is followed by a phase that is dominated by attractive
lateral-capillary forces during which particles slowly come back to cluster. The latter
phase has been a focus of many past studies [1, 2, 17, 18]. Particles trapped at a fluidfluid interface generally interact with each other via attractive capillary forces that arise
4

because of their weight. A common example of this capillarity-driven self-assembly is
the clustering of breakfast-cereal flakes floating on the surface of milk. This mechanism
is widely used for two-dimensional assembly of particles at liquid surfaces. However, if
the buoyant weight of particles is negligible, as is the case for colloidal particles, then the
particles will only disperse since the attractive capillary forces between them are
negligible [19-22].
One may postulate that the gradient of particle concentration gives rise to a
(Marangoni) force that causes particles to disperse because the concentration of particles
in the region in which they are sprinkled is larger than in the surrounding region.
However, this is clearly not the case, as the dispersed particles cluster again under the
action of lateral capillary forces. This shows that the gradient of particle concentration
does not give rise to a dispersion force and that particles disperse only when they come in
contact with the interface for the first time (during which each of the particles gives rise
to a flow away from itself as they are pulled into the interface).
Also, one may postulate that the dispersion is because of the presence of
contaminants on the surface of particles which are released into the liquid when they
come in contact with the interface and their presence in fact causes particles to disperse.
If this is the case, then the intensity with which the particles disperse should diminish
when they are washed. We ruled out this possibility by repeatedly washing the particles
and showing that their dispersive behavior did not change when the experiments were
repeated [4].
Particles also disperse on liquid-liquid interfaces. In fact, as Figure 1.3 shows, the
dispersion forces can break apart agglomerates of micron-sized particle that remain intact
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in the upper liquid [5]. This breakup and spreading of particle clumps (agglomerates) on
liquid surfaces is important in various processes in the pharmaceutical and food industries
such as wet granulation and food processing [23-25]

t=0.033 s

t=0

Figure 1.3 Breakup and dispersion of an agglomerate on the interface of corn oil and
water, looking down from above (500x mag.). The size of glass particles of the
agglomerate was ~4 µm. (left) An agglomerate sedimented through corn oil and was
captured at the interface. (right) After coming in contact with the interface it breaks apart
explosively dispersing radially-outward into an approximately-circular region. Notice that
some of the particles remained agglomerated.
Source: [5]

The sudden dispersion of particles plays an important role also in some physical
processes occurring on fluid-fluid interfaces, including the rate at which germs/microbes
disperse on a water surface. An example in botany is the formation by hydrophilous
(water-pollinated) plants of floating porous pollen structures called “pollen rafts” [9, 10].
A crucial first step in their formation is the initial dispersion of pollen that occurs after it
comes in contact with the water surface (if it did not disperse, it would remain
clumped/agglomerated).
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1.3 Literature Review
The behavior of particles trapped at gas-liquid interfaces has come under intense scrutiny
in recent years because of their importance in a wide range of applications, such as in
waste-water treatments [70], mineral and solvent extractions processes [14], adsorption of
colloidal particles onto an air-water interface for generating films [77], preparation of
anti-stick surfaces [78], separation of ink and toner particles [15], self-assembly of
particles at fluid–fluid interfaces [4-10], stabilization of emulsions[7], pollination in
hydrophilous plants [9], flotation of insect eggs [10,21,79], dispersion of viruses and
protein macromolecules [79], pharmaceutical [18-21] and food industries [41].
The mechanics by which particles are captured and move on fluid-liquid surfaces
(either gas-liquid or liquid-liquid interfaces), and their subsequent interactions leading to
self-assembly of monolayer patterns is very interesting. Particles captured on a liquid
surface may be colloidal or non-colloidal. When a particle comes in contact with a fluidliquid interface it is pulled inwards to its equilibrium position within the interface by the
vertical component of the capillary and gravity forces [23]. The equilibrium position of
an adsorbed particle in the interface is determined by the balance of the particle’s buoyant
weight, the vertical capillary force and any other force (with a vertical component) that
acts on the particle. The particle is in stable equilibrium in the sense that if it is moved
away from its equilibrium position, a restoring capillary force acts to bring it back.
However, if the capillary force is not sufficiently large to overcome the buoyant weight, a
balance of the forces in the direction normal to the interface is not possible and the
particle is not trapped in the interface. This is normally the case for millimeter and largersized particles that are heavier than the liquid below. Micron and nano-sized particles, on
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the other hand, for which the buoyant weight is negligible compared to the capillary
force, are readily trapped at the interface
Though small particles first dispersed violently at large speeds, later they slowly
came back to form monolayer clusters due to attractive lateral capillary forces. The same
dynamics were observed for more viscous liquids except that the dispersion speeds were
smaller. The fluid dynamics of the attractive phase are well understood [8-16], but
surprisingly there is no mention in the past studies of the initial violent dispersion of
particles despite the fact that this dispersion is ubiquitous, and occurs for many common
liquids and particles.
Though the particle dispersion is ubiquitous it has remained a mystery over many
decades. But, this phenomenon has been the root cause of formation of a porous pollen
structure known as “pollen rafts” in which an important first step is the initial dispersion of
pollen occurring after it comes in contact with the water surface [9]. Authors [9] did not give
a reason for the initial dispersion of pollen.
After this initial dispersion, the pollen particles (usually, form a single anther) cluster
to form a pollen raft. It was shown in references [9] and [10] that the formation of porous
pollen rafts increases the probability of pollination, because the surface area of the raft is
much greater than that of a single pollen grain. Besides, there have been sharp declines in sea
grasses of some polluted coastal regions [39-40] that may be associated with surface
contamination, which, even when the concentration of contaminants is very small, can
influence the porous structure of pollen rafts.
The same way it can be explained why a female of some mosquito species (Culex)
has to hold onto the egg raft with its hind legs to prevent it from drifting away while she
attaches new eggs. The eggs are laid one at a time and stuck together to form a raft that
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enables them to float together on the water. If she did not hold onto the raft, it would move
away. The eggs of some other mosquitoes (Anopheles) are laid individually onto the water
surface; they aggregate under the action of lateral capillary forces with the ends of the eggs
touching each other. The spacing between the eggs in this case is relatively larger (which is
perhaps advantageous for this species) as they dispersed initially. Lateral capillary forces
cause the eggs to cluster and keeps them together while the cluster moves around on the
water surface. Traveling in large numbers helps ensure survival of the species, because some
of the eggs are eaten by other insects before they hatch.
This relatively-violent phase, when small particles, e.g., flour, pollen, etc., come in
contact (Figure 1.4) with a liquid surface, lasts for a short period of time (only about one
second or less on mobile liquids like water) and usually followed by a phase that is
dominated by attractive lateral capillary forces during which particles slowly come back to
cluster. However, once micron- and nano-sized particles are dispersed, they may remain
dispersed since attractive capillary forces for them are insignificant. Small particles may
experience other lateral forces, e.g., electrostatic, Brownian, etc., which may cause them to
cluster or form, patterns [20, 22].
The spreading of solid powders on liquid surfaces and of liquids on solid surfaces are
common phenomena that we encounter in our day-to-day life activities such as laundry,
lubrication, wet granulation, dyeing and printing, pharmaceutical and food industries [24-25
and 42-43]. Although thermodynamic predictions for liquids spreading over solid surfaces
have been developed for many of these applications [44, 45], the mechanism by which solid
powders spread over liquid surfaces is not completely understood [46, 47].

9

1.4 Dissertation Organization
Chapter 2 discusses the transient flow that arises during the adsorption of particles. We
explored the cause and nature of the flow for single particle adsorption and multiple
particle adsorption cases along with their velocities computed using a flow visualization
technique combined with the software PIVlab.
Chapter 3 discusses the application of the adsorption process on liquid interface in
botany, understanding the fluid dynamics behind the hydrophilous pollination of a water
plant called Ruppia Maritima. Details about the plant and its pollination process and the
effect of surface tension on the pollen dispersal mechanism are also presented.
Chapter 4 presents the conclusions in the areas of flow visualization using PIV
and hydrophilous pollination.
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CHAPTER 2
TRANSIENT FLOW INDUCED BY THE ADSORPTION OF PARTICLES

In Chapter 2, the physics of particle adsorption and the spontaneous dispersion of
powders that occurs when they come in contact with a fluid-liquid interface is described
along with the experimental set-up and results of our PIV measurements for the transient
flow created due to the adsorption of particles. When a particle comes in contact with a
fluid-liquid interface it is pulled inwards from the upper fluid into the interface with the
lower fluid by the capillary force to its equilibrium position in the interface. It is crucial
to understand this motion of the particle in the direction normal to the interface, as it
gives rise to the streaming flow on the interface away from the particle.

2.1 Governing Equations and Dimensionless Parameters
The motion of the particle can be obtained by solving the governing equations for the two
fluids and the momentum equation for the particle, which are coupled, along with the
interface stress condition and a condition for the contact line motion on the particle
surface. This is a formidable problem because the capillary force at the line of contact of
the three phases on the particle surface depends on the slope of the interface which in
general requires the solution of the aforementioned equations [21, 26, 27]. However, a
decoupled momentum equation for a particle can be derived by modeling the forces that
act on the particle [6, 28]. These forces are: the vertical capillary force ( Fst ), the buoyant
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weight ( Fg ), the Brownian force ( FB ), and the viscous drag ( FD ). A decoupled equation
for the motion of the particle under the action of these forces can be written as:

m

(2.1)

dV
 Fst  FD  Fg  FB
dt

where m is the effective mass of the particle which includes the added mass contribution
[29], V is the velocity, Fst = 2R 12 sin( c ) sin( c

 )

is the capillary force,  is the

contact angle, and c is the particle position in the interface. The Brownian force in Eq.
(2.1) is negligible compared to the capillary force [6, 28].
2.1.1

Governing Dimensionless Parameters

Let the characteristic velocity, length and time be given by U=  12  , R, and R/U,
respectively. Then, Eq. (2.1) can be nondimensionalized to give: see [28]

We m'

 p dV '
2  p  c
 sin( c ) sin( c   )  3V ' f D  B
fb
 dt '
3


(2.2)

Here the primed variables are dimensionless. fb is the dimensionless buoyancy
which is O(1) but depends on the profile of the deformed interface.  and  a are the
densities of the lower and upper fluids,  c is the effective density of the volume
displaced by the particle, and p is the particle density. The dimensionless parameters in
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the above equation are the Weber number We = 2  R  12 , the Bond number B =  R 2 g  12 ,
3

p
, and the contact angle  .


2

The Weber number is the ratio of inertia forces to

capillary forces, and the Bond number is the ratio of gravitational forces to surface
tension forces.
For an air-water interface, the parameters have the values:   0.001 Pa.s,  

 p  1000 kg/m3,  p  c


 0.1

and  12  0.07 N/m. Let us assume that  a =  a =0, m'

=1.5, fd =0.5 and fb=1. Then, We= ~ 108 R and B= ~ 105 R 2 , where R is in meters.
Therefore, the role of particle inertia becomes negligible only when R is much smaller
than 10 nm because only then We is much smaller than unity. The influence of gravity
becomes negligible when R < ~ 1 mm in the sense that such small particles float so that
the interfacial deformation is negligible. However, even a negligibly-small deformation
of the interface gives rise to attractive lateral capillary forces which, even though small,
cause floating particles to cluster. This happens because a particle floating on a liquid
surface is free to move laterally. The only resistance to its lateral motion is the
hydrodynamic drag which can slow the motion but cannot stop it. Consequently, only
very-small particles, for which lateral capillary forces are smaller than Brownian forces,
do not cluster.
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2.2 Experimental Setup
The setup consisted of a square Petri dish which was partially filled with Millipore water
(see Figure 2.1). The cross-section of Petri dish was 10×10 cm, and the depth was 1.5 cm.
PIV measurements were performed in a vertical plane (normal to the camera axis)
illuminated by a laser sheet. The vertical position of the camera was in line with the water
surface, providing an undistorted view of the volume directly below the water surface.
The test particles were dropped on the interface in an area near the intersection of the
laser sheet and the camera axis.

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the PIV experimental setup.
A high-speed camera was used to record the motion of seeding particles visible in
the laser sheet. A Nikon 1 series V1 camera equipped with a 30 mm Kenko automatic
extension tube and a Tamron SP AF 60 mm 1:1 macro lens was used to provide the
required magnification. The laser sheet was generated using a ZM18 series 40 mw solid
state diode laser of wavelength 532 nm (green color). Movies were recorded at a
resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels. For the particle size range considered (~500 µm to 2
14

mm), the optimal recording speed for performing the PIV analyses was found to be 60
frames per second. This was determined by a trial and error procedure.
The water was seeded with silver-coated hollow glass spheres of density around 1
gm/cc and average size of around 8-12 µm. The density of seeding particles closely
matched the water density, but there was a small particle-to-particle variation.
Consequently, some particles sedimented and some rose slowly giving us ample time to
record their motion when a flow was induced due to the adsorption of one or more test
particles. The seeding particles were silver coated which ensured that the intensity of the
scattered light was sufficient to track their motion.
An open-source code, PIVlab, was used for performing the time-resolved PIV
analysis. PIVlab is a MatLab-based software which analyses a time sequence of frames to
give the velocity distribution for each of the frames. A MatLab code for post-processing
and plotting results was written.

2.3 Results
We first discuss our PIV measurements of the transient flow on a water surface that was
induced due to the adsorption of a single test particle. Glass particles of three different
diameters, 2.0, 1.1, and 0.65 mm were used to obtain the qualitative nature of the flow,
and determine how the strength and time duration of the induced flow vary with the
particle size.
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In agreement with the analytic results obtained in [4], test particles in all cases
oscillated vertically before reaching their equilibrium positions in the interface. The
frequency of oscillation increased, and the adsorption time decreased, with decreasing
particle size in agreement with the analytic results. For example, the frequencies for the
diameters 2.0, 1.1 and 0.65 mm were 25 Hz, 50 Hz and 85.71 Hz, respectively.
The adsorption of a test particle caused a flow on the air-water interface, which
caused tracer particles trapped on the surface to move away from the adsorbed test
particle. Consequently, the water surface near the test particle had few tracer particles
which made fluid velocity measurement at and near the water surface difficult. Also, the
air-water interface near the test particles was deformed since their density was larger than
the water density. In fact, the center of the particles was a fraction of radius below the
position of the undeformed interface. The deformation of the interface made viewing of
the interface by a camera mounted on a side difficult (see Figure 2.1). Therefore, in our
PIV measurements, the velocity was measured only in the region below a horizontal line
passing through the point of contact of the interface with the particle which was a fraction
of the particle radius below the undeformed interface (see Figure 2.2).
Although the water near the test particle started to move as soon as the particle
came in contact with the surface, the adsorption-induced streaming flow intensity
developed over a period of time. The intensity reached a maximal strength after a fraction
of a second and then it decreased. In the time interval after which the streaming flow
reached its maximal strength, the vertical oscillations of the test particle were already
negligible. The PIV measurements show that the streaming flow was approximately
axisymmetric about the vertical line passing through the center of the test particle (see
16

Figure. 2.2). Tracer-particles in the region below the test particle moved upwards, and
those near and in the water surface moved away from the test particle. The trajectories of
fluid particles were qualitatively similar to that for a stagnation point flow, with the
center of the test particle being the stagnation point. This implies that the stress on the
test particle due to the induced flow was extensional in the horizontal plane near the
water surface, and compressive in the direction normal to the surface.

air
water

y
x
x

Figure 2.2 (Left) The origin of the coordinate system was at the intersection of the
vertical lines passing through the center of the test particle and the horizontal line passing
through the point of contact of the interface with the particle. The center of the test
particle was a fraction of particle radius below the position of the undeformed interface.
(Right) Velocity vectors for the streaming flow induced by a 2 mm test particle 0.67s
after it came in contact with an air-water interface. The particle was dropped in a vertical
plane illuminated by a thin sheet of laser light. The velocity vectors of tracer particles
have been superimposed on the PIV image, and the interface is marked by a horizontal
white colored line. A purple-colored mask was used in the PIV analysis to define the
region occupied by the test particle. The velocity distribution was approximately
axisymmetric about the vertical passing through the center of the particle.

Since the induced velocity field was approximately axisymmetric, it can be
conveniently quantified in terms of its y-component along the vertical line passing
through the center of the test particle and the x-component along the x-axis as defined in
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Figure 2.2. Time was measured from the instant at which the test particle came in contact
with the water surface and the distance was measured from the origin of the coordinate
system. The former was identified by a frame-by-frame analysis of the movie images.
Figure 2.3 shows the y-component of velocity for a 650 µm test particle along the vertical
line passing through its center at five different times; the x-component of velocity along
this line was relatively small. The y-component of velocity was positive, indicating that
the flow was in the upward direction towards the particle. The fluid velocity near the
surface of the test particle was small, as the test particle was not moving, and increased
with increasing distance from the particle reaching a maximal strength at a distance of
about one particle radius from the surface. The velocity then decreased with increasing
distance from the particle, but remained significant for a distance of several diameters.
Figure 2.3 also shows that the fluid velocity did not develop instantaneously after
the particle was adsorbed. For example, at t = 0.167 s, the maximum velocity of 3.10
mm/s was at a distance of 0.78 mm from the particle, and the velocity at a distance of 5.5
mm was only 0.09 mm/s. The velocity increased with time to reach the maximum value
of 8.9 mm/s at t = 0.37 s and y = 1.04 mm. At y =  5.5 mm, the velocity at this time
was 1.07 mm/s. After reaching the maximum strength, the fluid velocity started to
decrease. The decrease first occurred closer to the test particle, while it was still
increasing farther away from the particle. For example, the maximum fluid velocity at t =
0.82 s was 7.12 mm/s at y = 1.3 mm, and at t = 1.25 s and y = 1.82 it was 5.47 mm/s.
The fluid velocity at larger distances from the particle continued to increase for a longer
time interval before starting to decrease. At a distance of y = 5.5 mm, the fluid velocity
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at t = 1.58 s was 1.60 mm/s, which was larger than the fluid velocity at this location at t
=0.37 s. The streaming flow slowly reduced in strength but continued for several seconds.
Figure 2.4 shows the x-component of fluid velocity for a 650 µm test particle
along a horizontal line at five different times; the y-component of fluid velocity along this
line was negligible. The velocity was positive which means that the water near the
surface was moving away from the particle. As in Figure 2.3, the fluid velocity near the
test particle was small because it was not moving, and increased with increasing distance
from the particle and then after reaching a maximal value it decreased with increasing
distance. However, the maximal fluid velocity was at a distance of about two particle
diameters from the particle surface, whereas below the particle the maximum was
reached at a distance of one particle radius. The velocity remained significant for a
distance of several diameters. The maximum water velocity near the surface was
comparable to the maximum velocity below the test particle.
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Figure 2.3 Temporal evolution of the streaming flow induced by the adsorption of a 650
µm particle. The fluid velocity is shown at five different time intervals after the test
particle came in contact with the water surface. The vertical component of fluid velocity
(v) is shown as a function of -y/R.
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Figure 2.4 Temporal evolution of the streaming flow induced by the adsorption of a 650
µm particle. The fluid velocity is shown at five different time intervals after the test
particle came in contact with the water surface. The horizontal component of fluid
velocity (u) is shown as a function of x/R.
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The temporal evolution of streaming flow near the water surface was qualitatively
similar to that in the water below the test particle. The flow started when the particle
touched the water surface, and reached a maximal value after a time interval which was
comparable to that below the particle. At t = 0.167 s, the maximum velocity of 1.91 mm/s
was at a distance of 2.1 mm from the particle, and the velocity at a distance of 5.5 mm
was 1.1 mm/s. The velocity increased with time to reach the maximum value of 8.2 mm/s
at t = 0.37 s and x = 1.82 mm. At this time, the velocity at x = 5.5 mm was 4.4 mm/s.
This shows that the velocity near the water surface was more intense over a larger area
than below the particle. The strength of the streaming flow then decreased with time with
the decrease first occurring closer to the test particle.
The time interval after which the streaming flow attained the maximal intensity
and the volume over which the flow extended varied with the particle size. The velocity
distribution for a 2 mm particle is shown Figure 2.5. The figure shows that the streaming
flow evolution was qualitatively similar to that for a 650 µm particle described above.
However, it developed relatively more slowly. The maximum velocity of 13.5 mm/s was
reached 1.58 s after the particle came in contact with the water surface. For a 650 µm
particle, on the other hand, the maximal velocity was reached at t = 0.38 s. For a 2 mm
particle, not only the maximum velocity was larger, it occurred at a larger distance of
1.38 mm from the test particle, and so the volume over which the flow was intense was
larger than for a 650 µm particle. Our PIV measurements of the three particle sizes
considered show that the time interval after which the maximal flow strength was
attained, the volume over which the flow intensity extends, as well as the time interval
for which the flow persists, increase with increasing particle size.
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Figure 2.5 Temporal evolution of the streaming flow induced by the adsorption of a 2
mm particle. The velocity is shown at five different time intervals after the test particle
came in contact with the water surface. The vertical component of velocity (v) is shown
as a function of –y/R.
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Figure 2.6 Temporal evolution of the streaming flow induced by the adsorption of a 2
mm particle. The velocity is shown at five different time intervals after the test particle
came in contact with the water surface. The horizontal component of velocity (u) is
shown as a function of x/R.
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2.3.1 Adsorption of Two or More Particles
We next consider the case in which two 650 µm particles were simultaneously adsorbed
at an air-water interface. The particles were dropped onto the interface such that the line
joining their centers was in the plane of the laser sheet. This ensured that the induced
flow was approximately symmetric about the vertical plane passing though the centers of
the two particles, and also about the vertical plane bisecting the line joining their centers.
Figure 2.7 shows that each of the particles induced a streaming flow which was similar to
that which was induced by a single particle. The combined flow below the particles was
in the upward direction and near the water surface the flow was away from the particles.
In the region between the particles, the horizontal flow contributions approximately
cancelled and the vertical contribution added. Thus, the combined streaming flow was
approximately the sum of the flows induced by the two particles individually and thus
stronger than the flow induced by one particle. The combined flow developed in about
0.4 s which was comparable to the time in which the streaming flow developed for a
single 650 µm particle.
For the case shown in Figure 2.7, the two particles were initially close to each
other and so the streaming flow induced by the first particle caused the second one to
move away, and vice versa. The symmetry of the streaming flow with respect to the laser
sheet ensured that the two particles remained in the plane of the laser sheet while they
moved apart. However, when the particles were dropped so that the angle between the
line joining their centers and the laser sheet was not small, the streaming flow carried
them away out of the plane of the laser sheet, and so they were visible only for the time
duration for which they were illuminated. The speed at t =0.167 s was approximately
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12.3 mm/s. The speed decreased as they moved farther apart, and also with time as the
streaming flow intensity diminished with time. In fact, after the distance between them
was about 10R their speeds became negligible.
t= 0.033 s

t= 0.25 s

t= 0.42 s

t= 0.68 s

Figure 2.7 The figure shows the streaming flow induced by two 650 µm test particles
after they came in contact with an air-water interface. The particles were dropped in a
vertical plane illuminated by a thin sheet of laser light. The velocity vectors have been
superimposed on the PIV images. The flows induced by the particles caused them to
move apart. The size of velocity vectors is arbitrary, and for clarity a larger magnification
is used in the plot at t=0.033 s than in the later plots.

We also considered cases where about 10-30 particles were dropped onto an airwater interface in and near the laser sheet (see Figure 2.8). Again, each of the particles
induced a streaming flow in the water that was similar to the flow induced by a single
particle. These flows induced by the particles caused neighboring particles to move away,
and so the net result was that particles moved radially outward from the location where
they were dropped. Experiments show that clusters of particles disperse radially outward
from the center (see Figure 1.1 which shows streak lines), and that when the cluster size
was larger, the radius of the approximately-circular area over which its particles
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dispersed and the dispersion velocity were larger. This increase in the dispersion velocity
with an increasing number of particles was also seen in our direct numerical simulations
[6]. The PIV measurements show that the water rises in the region where particles were
dropped, and on the surface it moved away from this region.
t= 0.5 s

t= 0.0666 s

Figure 2.8 The figure shows the streaming flow induced by about 20, 650 µm particles
after they came in contact with an air-water interface. The particles were dropped in and
near a vertical plane illuminated by a thin sheet of laser light, and towards the left side of
the photographs. The figure shows the motion of the particles that moved to the right side
(some of the particles moved in other directions and so are invisible in the photographs).
The velocity vectors have been superimposed on the PIV images. The size of velocity
vectors is arbitrary.
2.4 Conclusion
When a particle comes in contact with a fluid-liquid interface the vertical capillary force
pulls it into the interface which gives rise to a transient streaming flow. The PIV
measurements show that the liquid below a newly-adsorbed particle rises upwards and
the liquid near the surface moves away from the particle. The induced flow for a
spherical particle was axisymmetirc about the vertical line passing through the particle
center. Also, the flow strength is not established immediately after the particle comes in
contact with the interface, but builds up over a short time interval. For a 650 µm glass
sphere the maximum flow strength occurred about 0.4 s after the particle come in contact,
and for a 2 mm sphere after about 1.5 s. We also considered 1.1 mm, 0.85 mm and 0.55
mm glass spheres for which the maximal flow strength occurred after 0.75 s, 0.47s and
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0.18 s, respectively. These results show that the time interval after which the maximal
flow strength occurred decreased with decreasing particle size.
When two or more particles were simultaneously adsorbed, the streaming flow
was a combination of the flows induced by the particles individually and so the flow
strength increased with increasing number of particles. Consequently, the distance
travelled by the particles near the outer periphery of a cluster sprinkled on a liquid
surface can be several orders of magnitude larger than any dimension of the area over
which the particles were sprinkled. This can be important for some physical processes
occurring on a water surface, such as the pollination of hydrophilous plants, and the
transportation and rate of spread of microbes and viruses on a water surface.
Furthermore, the streaming flow can break apart agglomerates of particles when they are
adsorbed at a fluid-liquid interface which is important in various processes in the
pharmaceutical and food industries such as wet granulation and food processing.
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CHAPTER 3
FLUID DYNAMICS OF HYDROPHILOUS POLLINATION IN RUPPIA
(WIDGEON GRASS)

In this chapter, the physics underlying the mechanisms of two-dimensional aquatic pollen
dispersal, known as hydrophily is presented. This has evolved in several genera of
aquatic plants, including Halodule, Halophila, Lepilaena, and Ruppia. We selected
Ruppia maritima, which is native to salt and brackish waters circumglobally, for this
study.

3.1 Introduction
Hydrophily or hydrophilous pollination is the type of pollination where water is the
medium. Some examples of hydrophily plant genus are Halodule, Halophila, Lepilaena,
and Ruppia. Ruppia maritima L., commonly known as widgeon grass, is a species of sea
grass belonging to the family of Ruppiaceae. It is globally distributed in temperate and
tropical regions. R. maritima occurs in brackish waters as well as in continental sea
waters and also in hyperhaline waters, where it can tolerate salinities up to 3 times the
salinity of the sea. In the U.S, it occurs in brackish waters along Atlantic coast as well as
in alkaline ponds and streams. The plant is categorized as hermaphrodite.
The pollination in this plant occurs on water surface. In Ruppia, the transport of
pollen from an anther to a stigma takes place primarily on a water surface(surface
pollination) [9, 30]. It has been reported that under-water pollination (hypohydrophilous)
may also occur in the plant [87]. It was noted that ‘under-water pollination and surface
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pollination are mutually exclusive adaptions [90]. The possibility that both mechanisms
may function in same population under different environmental conditions remains
unverified [90]’. As such the pollination process is two-dimensional (see Figure 3.2). The
density of pollen grains is higher than that of water and so a mechanism is needed for
transporting them to the water surface where they become trapped at the air-water
interface. If they are not adsorbed on water surface they quickly sediment away from
stigmas, which are generally present at or near the water surface. In fact, to facilitate
pollination, matured stigmas position themselves so that they are at the water surface
during low tides (see Figure 3.1).To model the transport process, we need to understand
the mechanisms by which the pollen grains from an anther are adsorbed in the water
surface and the hydrodynamic forces that govern their subsequent motion in the surface
toward the stigma. Our objective is also to study the role of surface tension in the
transport process and how it is affected by the presence of surfactants that may be present
because of water contamination.

a

b

Figure 3.1 (a) Ruppia maritima growing in a lagoon at the Jersey Shore. The photograph
was taken during low tide. (b) Stigmas floating at the water surface.
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It is well known that particles trapped in liquid surfaces interact with each other
via lateral capillary forces, which arise because of their weight, to form clusters or
monolayer arrangements [5, 6, 31].

A common example of capillarity-driven self-

assembly is the clustering of breakfast-cereal flakes floating on the surface of milk. The
deformation of the interface by the flakes gives rise to lateral capillary forces that cause
them to cluster. This, as discussed below, is also the mechanism by which pollen particles
cluster together to form pollen rafts. In recent years, many studies have been conducted to
understand this behavior of trapped particles because of their importance in a range of
physical applications and biological processes e.g., formation of insect egg rafts,
stabilization of emulsions, and self-assembly of particles at fluid-fluid interfaces to form
novel nano-structured materials that can be used in anti-reflection coatings for highefficiency solar cells, photonic crystals and biosensor arrays.
Our observations concur with previous studies [10, 87] on pollination process in
Ruppia maritima. An anther can release its pollen either below or above the water surface
depending on its position relative to the water surface, and, in some cases, it can release
the pollen right at the surface when it is in contact with the water surface. Before they are
released from the anther, the pollen grains are clumped together in a kidney-shaped mass;
when the mass comes in contact with the water surface, its pollen partially disperses on
the surface. The dispersion occurs in two-dimensions, i.e., on the water surface, in the
sense that a significant fraction of the pollen grains are adsorbed at the surface. The
pollen grains which are not adsorbed at the surface slowly sediment to the bottom as they
are slightly denser than water. Pollen dispersion on the surface is a crucial first step in the
formation of floating porous pollen structures called “pollen rafts.” Specifically, our
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experimental observations show that the dispersion causes the pollen grains from an
anther to spread on the water surface into an approximately oval-shaped region which
contains a densely packed layer of pollen grains in the middle and a surrounding
monolayer of grains. Several of these dispersed clusters subsequently join together under
the action of lateral capillary forces to form a pollen raft. A pollen raft often contains
pollen grains from several anthers.
Clusters and rafts of pollen adsorbed in a water surface are subjected to
hydrodynamic drag and capillary forces. The vertical component of capillary force keeps
them afloat, and its lateral component moves them tangentially on the water surface. A
depression in the water surface created by a stigma gives rise to a lateral capillary force
that transports the pollen toward the stigma. The latter is the key mechanism that
enhances the probability of pollination, which is especially important because these
plants produce pollen in limited quantities in comparison to the plants that rely on three
dimensional pollination [30].
Flow on the surface of oceans or lakes changes with changing wind and water
currents. Therefore, in addition to lateral capillary forces, floating pollen grains and rafts
are subjected to hydrodynamic forces that arise because of surface flow. This makes an
experimental study of the role of capillary forces in the pollen transport process difficult
to carry out under natural conditions. We, therefore, decided to conduct experimental
studies of the adsorption and transport of pollen on the water surface under controlled
laboratory conditions. Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses:
1. Pollen can be released above or below the water surface depending on the water
level which changes during tides (see Figure 3.2).
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2. Pollen released below the surface is transported to the water surface by gas
bubbles, and pollen released above the surface simply falls onto the water surface.
3. When a pollen mass comes in contact with the water surface it partially disperses
on the water surface which increases its boundary length and this increases the
vertical capillary force which keeps it afloat.
4. Partially dispersed pollen masses cluster under the action of lateral capillary
forces to form pollen rafts.
5. Stigma positions itself on the water surface depressing the surface which gives
rise to lateral capillary forces that transport pollen rafts towards the stigma. The
above processes can be disrupted by adding surfacta nt as the surface tension of
water is reduced.
1a
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of pollination process.

3.2 Experimental Methodology and Results
For the last three years, we have collected Ruppia maritima from the north coast of Long
Island and the Jersey Shore just as it was coming into bloom. This was the optimal
condition in which to manipulate and observe pollen release and its interaction with the
water surface. Field samples of male and female flowers along with the water from the
site were collected for experimentation, and whole plants in their native soil were
transferred to saltwater aquariums at Brooklyn Botanic Garden and the New Jersey
Institute of Technology for observation. For most part of the experiments, we used the
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plants collected from Barnegat Bay, near the town of Lavallette, Ocean County in New
Jersey. The plants were up to 2.5 feet long and were densely distributed (15-20/sq.m) on
the collection site’s sandy substrate.
We dissected anthers to study the structure of the contained pollen and to estimate
the effective density of pollen clusters of various sizes (see figure 4). We found that the
size of Ruppia pollen grains is about 40 microns, and the average density of pollen cluster
(1.024 g/cm3) is slightly higher than the density of brackish water (1.016 g/cm3) and sea
water (1.023 g/cm3). The density was estimated by measuring the sedimentation velocity
of pollen clusters of four different sizes (0.48 mm, 0.65 mm, 0.83 mm and 0.91 mm)
which were of approximately spherical shape. Specifically, the sedimentation velocity
varied between 0.125 and 0.363 cm/s which was used to calculate the Reynolds number
(which was found to be around unity). Then the drag coefficient was obtained and it was
used to calculate the drag which was then equated to the buoyant weight and the resulting
equation was solved for the effective density of the pollen clusters. The estimated density
varied between 1.022 and 1.025 g/cm3, and the average value was 1.024 g/cm3.
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Figure 3.3 Anthers and pollen grains of Ruppia. (a) Male flower (anthers); (b) close-up
view of one anther; (c) Anther cut open with pollen grains on liquid surface; (d)
Magnified view of pollen grains in 100x; (e) Magnified view of pollen grains in 1000x.

Figure 3.4. Scaled images of stigma and anther of Ruppia.

The water we collected from the site has salinity (22 parts per thousand), less than
that of sea water (35 parts per thousand) and more than that of fresh water, so it is
considered to be brackish water. We shall continue to refer to this native brackish water
as native water whenever required from here forward. Under natural conditions, male
inflorescences can be above, below or in contact with the water surface, and this may
change for an inflorescence as the water level varies during tides. We conducted our
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experimental studies of the adsorption and transport of pollen in this plant on the water
surface under controlled laboratory conditions. Therefore, in our experiments we placed
the male inflorescences in the beakers so that they were a few millimeters above, below
and near the water surface. The roots of the plants were kept immersed in the water
collected from the site from where the plants were harvested. The cameras mounted
above and on the sides of the beaker continuously recorded at 60 fps (frames per second)
the anthers in inflorescences as they matured and their pollen was released. The pollen
travelled to the water surface and was adsorbed at the surface, and subsequently travelled
laterally on the surface toward the stigma.

Figure 3.5 Schematic of our experimental setup with cameras recording the motion of
pollen from top and side.
3.2.1 Anthers Below the Water Surface
We first discuss the cases in which the stems containing anthers were placed a few
millimeters below the water surface. Since the density of pollen and its clumps is slightly
larger than the density of water, a mechanism is required to carry them to the water
surface without wetting so that they can be adsorbed and kept floating by the vertical
capillary force. Our video recordings show that when an anther dehisces, it releases gas
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bubbles, which attach to the pollen mass making it buoyant. It is likely that the bubbles
contain lacunal gas that is present in aquatic plants [30, 34-35]. During this process, some
pollen grains broke loose from the pollen mass and were adsorbed on the surface of the
bubble. Subsequently, the pollen mass detached from the anther, but remained largely
intact as it was carried to the water surface by the gas bubble along with the pollen grains
that were adsorbed on the surface of the bubble. The pollen mass erupted from the
enclosing green anther sac in some cases, leaving the anther sac attached to the plant and,
in other cases, the anther sac rose to the interface with the pollen mass attached to the gas
bubble.
After reaching the water surface, in most cases, the bubble popped and the pollen
mass dispersed immediately, and the pollen was adsorbed at the water surface. In other
cases, the pollen mass and the bubble remained intact for a time interval ranging from a
few seconds to several minutes (see Figures 3.6-3.8). For example, the pollen mass in
Figure 3.6 dispersed after 15 seconds and that in Figure 3.7a after 24 minutes. The pollen
mass was attached to the bottom portion of the bubble (which was below the water
surface) such that the center of mass of the pollen mass was below the center of the
bubble (see Figure 3.7b). The precise mechanism by which the bubbles popped and the
pollen mass dispersed at the surface was not clear from the videos as this happened very
quickly; the time taken was smaller than the time interval of 1/60 sec between two
consecutive frames. Our frame-by-frame analysis shows that some of the pollen grains
became airborne and travelled as much as a few millimeters away from the pollen mass
before falling back onto the water surface (see Figure 3.7d). The fact that some of the
pollen became airborne indicates that as the bubble burst, the gas trapped inside the
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bubble or the motion induced at the interface, or both, imparted momentum to the pollen
mass.
The dispersion of pollen mass was partial in the sense that it spread into an
approximately oval-shaped region that contained a densely packed white colored cluster
of pollen grains in the middle that was surrounded by a thinner annular grey colored layer
(see Figure 3.6h). The color is related to the local vertical thickness of the pollen layer,
when the thickness is smaller the color is darker and when it is larger the color is more
whitish. For example, the outer annular region of dispersed pollen mass in Figure 3.6h
was darker because the thickness was smaller. The qualitative structure of the partially
dispersed pollen masses was independent of the bubble that carried it to the interface, i.e.,
they all contained a white colored core that was surrounded by a grey colored annular
region. The area of the outer annular region however varied. The annular layer was
loosely attached to the inner dense core. Thus, in some case, parts of annular layer broke
apart because of the air currents in the room that caused the water to swirl resulting in
hydrodynamic shearing forces which caused loosely attached portions of the annular
layer to break apart.
Notice that the length of the outer boundary of the partially dispersed pollen mass
in Figure 3.6h is nearly ten times longer than that of an undispersed pollen mass in Figure
3.6i. As discussed in Appendix A, the maximum vertical capillary force on a body
depends on the length of its boundary along which the interfacial tension acts [6].
Therefore, the increased boundary length of a pollen mass because of the dispersion
increases the maximum vertical capillary force that can act on the pollen mass, allowing
it to float on the surface without sinking.
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Several partially dispersed pollen masses attracted each other to form pollen-rafts,
which often contained clumps from several different anthers (see Figure 3.8c). Lateral
capillary forces among floating pollen masses were significant because of their relatively
large size and thus a newly released pollen mass would quickly merge with the raft. The
time taken to merge depended on the initial distance. For example, when the distance was
around 5 cm they merged in about one minute.
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Figure 3.6 Pollen mass released from anthers below the air-water interface disperses
upon reaching the interface. In most cases, it dispersed immediately after coming in
contact the surface: (a) Anther pods, before opening, (b) An anther is opening up, (c) An
air bubble with pollen grains and pollen mass adsorbed on its surface, (d) A pollen mass
rising to the water surface (side view), (e) A partially dispersed pollen mass, (f) A portion
of the monolayer surrounding the pollen mass is breaking apart, (g) Close up of partially
dispersed pollen mass, and (h) A portion of monolayer has broken apart from the core of
the partially dispersed pollen mass.
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Figure 3.7 Pollen mass with air bubble dispersed (a) pollen mass with air bubble
remained intact for 24 minutes (b) The pollen mass dispersed and the bubble burst at the
same approximate time (c-d) show the dispersion of pollen mass as the bubble burst.
Notice that some of the pollen became airborne.

Figure 3.8 Pollen mass with air bubble dispersed (a) Pollen mass with an attached bubble
(marked by a circle) (b) Bubble has burst and the pollen mass dispersed (c) Several
dispersed pollen mass forming pollen raft
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3.2.2 Anthers Above Water Surface
We next discuss the cases where the top portion of plants containing anthers were placed
a few centimeters above the water surface. The plants were sufficiently long such that
their stems remained immersed in the water. Here, after detaching from the anther, the
pollen mass simply fell onto the water surface. Our video recordings show that the
cohesive forces holding the grains of the pollen masses clustered varied significantly. In
some cases, the grains were so loosely attached that the pollen mass appeared powdery
(see Figure 3.10). The dispersion behavior in these cases was similar except that the
pollen dispersed over a larger area. At the other extreme the pollen mass broke into only
a few pieces before coming in contact with the water surface as in Figure 3.9. We believe
this variation in the behavior is due to the maturity level of the pollen.
For the latter type of cases we observed that although the pollen masses remained
essentially intact while falling onto the water surface, some smaller pieces broke away
from the main part while breaking away from the anther or while in the air and landed
nearby. The intact pollen masses partially dispersed immediately after coming in contact
with the water surface, and then interacted with each other to form pollen rafts (see
Figure 3.9). These rafts were similar to those formed by the pollen released below the
water surface.
The dispersed pollen masses attracted other pollen masses floating on the surface
to form a pollen raft. Due to their relatively larger size, they clustered relatively quickly
to form pollen rafts. The time taken by a newly released pollen mass to cluster with the
raft depended on its initial distance from the raft. For example, a typical pollen mass
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merged with a raft 5 cm away within one minute. The speed with which it travelled
increased as it approached the raft.

Figure 3.9 The figures (a-d) show pollen masses released above the water surface. The
pollen masses landed essentially intact on the water surface but some small portions
broke apart in the air. Pollen masses came together to form pollen raft.

Figure 3.10 The figures (a-c) show pollen masses released above the water surface. The
pollen masses fell in fine powdery form of pollen even as they were travelling from air to
water.
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3.2.3 Lateral Migration of Pollen Rafts and Pollination
As discussed in Appendix B, particles denser than water can remain trapped on the water
surface because of the vertical capillary forces that arise because of the deformation of
water surface around the particles. The deformation also gives rise to lateral capillary
forces that move them on the surface towards a local surface depression where they get
collected. This is the key transport mechanism by which Ruppia pollen travels laterally
on water surface. It is noteworthy that the capillary force between two floating particles
varies as the product of their buoyant weights, and so the force varies as the second
power of the density difference and the third power of the product of their sizes or radii.
For pollen grains the density mismatch was small as their density was only slightly larger
than the water density and their size is about 40 µm. The capillary force between pollen
grains was in fact comparable to the Brownian force and so was not large enough to
cause them to cluster [3,4]. Therefore, lateral capillary forces can efficiently transport
pollen towards a surface depression (created by a stigma) only when the buoyant weight
of the search vehicle is sufficiently large and this can happen only when they first form
pollen rafts (see Appendix B).
When matured stigmas positioned themselves on the water surface such that their
openings were at the surface, that caused the water surface to depress around the
openings (see Figure 3.11). Pollen rafts deformed the surface substantially more than a
single pollen grain because of their larger size and buoyant weight and so were strongly
attracted to the surface depressions created by the stigmas and collected around such
openings of the stigmas. The formation of pollen rafts thus increases the probability of
pollination.
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Figure 3.11 A female florescence at a water surface with two of its stigmas in contact
with the water surface. (a) Female inflorescence, and (b-c) Magnified views of the
stigmas in contact with the water surface. Notice the white colored pollen that is
connected at their openings.
3.3 Pollen Dispersion on Pure Water
To study the role of native water’s salinity in the dispersion of pollen masses, we placed
the plant stems in native water and the anthers were placed so that the pollen mass would
fall into another container that was filled with pure water (pure deionized water obtained
from a Milli-Q system). The initial picture in Figure 3.12 shows pollen mass that fell onto
the pure water surface in powdered form. It continued to disperse and after a few hours
completely broke apart into a monolayer. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show a similar pollen
mass that fell on native water and dispersed partially. This shows that native water
inhibits the breakup of pollen mass into a monolayer. Since pollen masses disperse only
partially on the native water, they can cluster together under the action of lateral capillary
forces. Completely dispersed monolayers of pollen, on the other hand, do not cluster
since lateral capillary forces for them are small.
To further study this matter, we studied the dispersion of pollen clumps under the
microscope by dropping them on the surface of water in a petri dish. The pollen clumps
in this experiment were the pollen masses that were captured on a microscope slide as
they fell from the anthers. When a pollen clump was dropped on to the surface of native
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water it dispersed only partially (see Figure 3.13a). But, when a pollen clump was
dropped on pure water surface it dispersed completely into a monolayer which contained
long chains (see Figure 3.13b). These results show that the properties of native water also
play an important role in the formation of pollen rafts. On native water pollen clumps
disperse only partially and several of them combine to form pollen rafts which does not
happen on pure water.

Figure 3.12 Dispersion of pollen mass on the surface of pure water. The pollen mass
partially dispersed when it came in contact with the surface. It continued to slowly
disperse and after 05 hours, it dispersed into a monolayer of pollen grains and some small
clumps.

Figure 3.13 Dispersion of pollen clumps observed under microscope. (a) The pollen
clump dispersed only partially on the surface of native water. (b) The pollen clump
completely broke apart on the surface of pure water into a monolayer of chains.
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3.4 Pollen in Surfactant Contaminated Native Water
As described above, surface tension plays an important role in hydrophilous pollination.
It causes pollen masses to partially disperse when they are adsorbed at the water surface,
increasing the vertical capillary force which is essential for keeping them afloat. Also, it
gives rise to lateral capillary forces that cause floating pollen to come together to form
pollen rafts and transports pollen rafts tangentially on a water surface toward a depression
in the water surface created by a stigma. We, therefore, wanted to study how the presence
of a trace amount of surfactant in the water influences the movement of pollen. We added
different concentrations of Dawn dishwashing liquid surfactant (measured in ppm) to 500
ml of water to find out the optimal concentration required to disrupt the pollen transport
process. We considered concentrations ranging from 2 ppb (parts per billion) to 200 ppm
(parts per million). The surface tension of water decreased with increasing surfactant
concentration; it was 72.417 dyn/cm for the native water, 71.22 dyn/cm for 2 ppb and
27.21 dyn/cm for 200 ppm. The presence of surfactant for this concentration range did
not adversely influence the plants, at least not visibly. The leaves remained green and the
anthers matured normally. However, there was a critical concentration above which the
transport of pollen was affected, and there was a higher concentration at which the
transport was completely disrupted. For concentrations below the critical value there was
no noticeable effect.
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Figure 3.14 The surface tension of the native water as a function of the surfactant
concentration.
The stems containing anthers were placed above and below the surface of
surfactant mixed native water and the motion of pollen masses was recorded using the
cameras mounted at the sides and above the water surface as was done for the native
water cases (see Figure 3.5). We visually observed any changes in the pollen behavior to
determine the critical surfactant concentrations at which the transport mechanisms were
affected by the presence of surfactant.
3.4.1 Anthers in Native Water with 15 Ppm Surfactant
As discussed above, the pollen transport process was not affected when the surfactant
concentration was between 2 ppb and 15 ppm. However, when the concentration was
increased to 15 ppm, the behavior of pollen masses during the adsorption and dispersion
phases was noticeably different. The anthers placed above the water surface opened up
and the pollen masses detached from them normally, but most of the pollen masses did
not partially disperse when they were adsorbed at the water surface (see Figure 3.15). For
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the case where the anthers were placed below the water surface, the anthers dehisced
their pollen masses into gas bubbles that carried them to the water surface. Some of the
pollen masses dispersed partially after reaching the surface and some did not disperse and
retained their kidney-like shape (see Figure 3.16). The behavior of pollen masses released
below or above the water surface was similar. In both cases, pollen masses maintained
their kidney-like shape with a smooth boundary. These floating pollen masses formed
pollen rafts like they do on the native water and floated for several minutes. However,
after a few minutes these undispersed pollen sedimented to the bottom. This indicates that
the contact angle was reduced due to the presence of surfactant and so the contact line
advanced on the surface of pollen mass completely covering the surface causing it to
sink. Also, as pollen mass is denser than water, the vertical capillary force is required to
keep it afloat, but its magnitude was reduced because pollen masses did not disperse and
the surface tension was diminished due to the presence of the surfactant (see Figure
3.15c). At 15 ppm surfactant concentration, the surface tension was reduced to 44.02
dyn/cm from 72.42 dyn/cm for native water. The reduced surface tension prevented
pollen masses (both those falling from the air and those rising from below) from
dispersing and efficiently floating on the water surface.
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Figure 3.15 (a) Anthers placed above and below in native water mixed with 15 ppm
surfactant (b)-(e) show the anther sacs falling from air onto water surface mixed with 15
ppm surfactant. (f)-(g) show the anther sacs raising to the top of water surface from
below and due to the presence of surfactant the pollen masses are partially dispersed and
few of them did not disperse.

Figure 3.16 The figure shows that at 15 ppm only a fraction of the pollen masses that
rose to the surface with the help of gas bubbles dispersed. Both dispersed and
undispersed pollen masses clustered together under the action of lateral capillary forces.
However, after a few minutes most of them sedimented to the bottom.
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3.4.2 Anthers in Native Water with 100 ppm Surfactant
We next describe the case for which the concentration of surfactant in the native water
was 100 ppm. At this concentration, the surface tension was reduced to 29.74 dyn/cm
from 72.42 dyn/cm for native water. As for the unadulterated native water, when the
anthers opened up they released gas bubbles to transport their pollen masses to the water
surface and for the anthers placed above the water surface pollen simply fell on to the
surface. The presence of surfactant, however, diminished the tendency of pollen grains to
breakup from the pollen mass to adsorb onto the surface of the bubble (see Figure 3.17).
The pollen mass remained intact and maintained a kidney-like shape. The gas bubbles
caused the pollen masses to detach from the anthers, but they were not always carried to
the water surface. In most cases, instead of rising up with the bubble to the water surface,
the pollen masses detached from the bubble and sedimented to the bottom of the beaker.
The pollen masses maintained their kidney-like shape, indicating that they remained
intact during this process (see Figure 3.17b). The anther sac also sedimented to the
bottom of the beaker.
In some cases, the pollen mass did rise to the water surface along with the gas
bubble, but did not disperse even after having been adsorbed at the water surface where it
maintained its kidney-like shape (see Figure 3.18b). It floated on the surface for several
minutes, but eventually desorbed as the contact line moved to cover the surface with
water. In addition, the vertical capillary force was smaller because the pollen mass did
not disperse after reaching the water surface and so the boundary length over which the
surface tension acted was smaller, and the surface tension was smaller due to the
presence of surfactant.
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Figure 3.17 Pollen mass released below the surface in water which contained 100 ppm of
surfactant. (a) Anther pods (b) Undispersed anther sacs at the bottom of the beaker.

Figure 3.18 The pollen mass rose to the water surface along with the bubble, but it did
not disperse and eventually sedimented to the bottom of the beaker. (a) Anther pods (b)
Anther sacs in kidney like shape on water surface (c) After several minutes the
undispersed pollen mass at the bottom of the beaker.
As in unadulterated native water, when anthers placed a few millimeters above
the surface of native water with 100 ppm surfactant concentration matured, the pollen
mass detached and fell on to the water surface. The presence of surfactant did not alter
the maturation process (see Figure 3.19). The pollen mass remained essentially clumped,
but some small pieces broke away from the main mass which was also the case in native
water (see Figure 3.10). The pollen mass dispersed immediately after coming in contact
with the water surface, but the larger sized pollen clumps were not trapped at the water
surface. The fraction of the pollen trapped at the water surface was significantly smaller
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than on native water and 15 ppm surfactant water as only individual pollen grains and
small pollen clumps were trapped. This, as discussed above, was a consequence of the
fact that the presence of surfactant reduced the surface tension and the contact angle. The
latter caused the contact line to advance and cover the pollen surface with water. The
vertical capillary force was reduced also because of a reduced tendency of pollen masses
to disperse. Thus, the trapped layer was essentially a monolayer of individual pollen
grains and small clumps.
These dispersed pollen monolayers did not combine to form a raft and the air
currents caused them to move around on the surface (see Figure 3.19e). This is indicative
of the fact that the buoyant weight of pollen monolayers was too small and it did not
cause significant surface depression. On native water, on the other hand, the pollen
partially dispersed into densely packed clusters that combined to form pollen rafts.

Figure 3.19 Adsorption of pollen from anther pods placed above the surface of water
containing 100 ppm surfactant. (a) Anther pods above water surface, (b) A pollen mass
falling onto the water surface, (c) Pollen spreading into a monolayer, (d) A portion of the
pollen sedimenting, and (e) Monolayers moving around on the water surface but do not
combine.
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To understand this further we studied the dispersion of pollen clumps under a
microscope by dropping them on to the surface of native water with 100 ppm surfactant
concentration in a petri dish. The pollen clumps in this experiment were the pollen
masses that were captured on a microscope slide as they fell from the anthers. When a
pollen clump was dropped on to the surface of water only a relatively small portion
consisting of a monolayer of individual grains and small clumps was adsorbed trapped on
the water surface (see Figure 3.20).

Figure 3.20 Dispersion of pollen clumps on the surface of native water with 100 ppm
surfactant concentration observed under microscope. (a) The pollen clump started to
disperse immediately. (b) The pollen clump completely dispersed and a large part of it
sedimented. (c) Monolayer of individual pollen grains and small clusters remaining on
the water surface. (d) A large portion of the pollen sedimented.
To summarize, the presence of surfactant reduces surface tension and contact
angle of water which adversely affect the pollination mechanisms. For example, when the
surfactant concentration is 100 ppm the surface tension is reduced to 29.74 dyn/cm which
reduces the maximum possible vertical capillary force that can act of a pollen mass, and
the reduction in the contact angle causes pollen grains to become covered with water and
thus sink. This combined with the fact that pollen masses do not disperse caused most of
the pollen mass not to get trapped at the surface and so it was not available for
pollination.
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusions
We observed two mechanisms by which the pollen released from male inflorescences of
Ruppia maritima is adsorbed on a water surface: 1) inflorescences rise above the water
surface and after they mature their pollen mass falls onto the surface as clumps and
disperses as it comes in contact with the surface; 2) inflorescences remain below the
surface and produce gas bubbles which carry pollen mass to the surface where it
disperses. In the second case, some pollen grains were also released onto the bubble
surfaces before they detached from the inflorescences. These pollen grains adsorbed on
the bubble surfaces were also carried to the water surface and were concentrated in the
lower portion of the bubble which was below the water surface. The video recordings
show that often the pollen mass within a bubble remained undispersed for several
minutes and then suddenly the bubble burst causing the dispersion of the pollen onto the
water surface. The mechanism by which the bubble burst at the surface and the
encapsulated pollen mass dispersed on to the water surface is not clear from the video
recordings.
In both cases, the pollen mass partially dispersed with a densely packed region of
pollen grains in the middle which was surrounded by a monolayer of pollen grains. The
latter appeared translucent compared to the densely packed region because it contained
mostly a single layer of grains with some smaller clumps within. The process by which a
pollen mass disperses is qualitatively similar to the process by which a clump of powder
disperses on a water surface. The dispersed area of a pollen mass released above the
water surface was smaller than that of a pollen mass released below the water surface.
However, in both cases dispersed pollen masses floated and combined with others to
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form pollen rafts. It is not known which of these pollen rafts were more efficient for
pollination.
Clustering driven by lateral capillary forces is essential for efficient hydrophily
for two reasons. First, it causes floating pollen masses to come together to form pollen
rafts. Second, pollen rafts deform the water surface substantially more than a single
pollen grain because of their larger size and buoyant weight, and therefore, they are more
strongly attracted to the depressions created by the stigmas (see Figure 3.14). Since the
attractive capillary force on a pollen raft toward a stigma is much larger than on a single
pollen grain, the former is more likely to reach the stigma which increases the probability
of pollination. For this reason, the pollen rafts are also referred to as the search vehicles.
We also observed that the attraction between individual pollen grains, and also
between monolayers that did not have the inner dense pollen cores, was weak, and
therefore they clustered very slowly or simply moved around on the surface because of
the water currents without clustering. The capillary force between two floating particles
varies as the product of their buoyant weights, and so the magnitude of the force varies as
the second power of the density difference and the third power of the product of their
radii. The density mismatch for the pollen grains was small as their density was only
slightly larger than the water density and their size was about 40 µm. The capillary force
between pollen grains was comparable to the Brownian force and so was not large
enough to cause them to cluster[5, 6]. This was also the case for the monolayers of pollen
grains. Therefore, lateral capillary forces can efficiently transport pollen toward the
depressions created by the stigmas when the buoyant weight of search vehicles is
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sufficiently large and this can happen only when they consist of partially clumped
regions.
Our observational data also shows that individual pollen grains of Ruppia
maritima are attracted to each other by some as of yet unknown forces, suggesting that
additional forces are important in the dispersion of these pollen grains. These cohesive
forces between pollen grains are responsible for keeping the core of the dispersed clumps
densely packed, which as we have discussed above, is important in the formation of
pollen rafts and their transport toward a stigma. If these cohesive forces were not present,
the pollen from an anther would disperse completely into a monolayer. This would
decrease lateral capillary forces and thus the probability of pollination would also
decrease. We also studied the dependence of the pollen transport process described above
on the surface tension by adding a small amount of surfactant to the water which reduced
the surface tension. The presence of surfactant interfered with the process of pollen
transport. For anthers below the water surface, unlike before, most of the pollen masses
were not transported to the surface by the bubbles. The reduced capillary force was not
large enough to keep them attached to their bubbles as they raised to the surface and so
they sedimented to the bottom without reaching the water surface.
Some pollen masses were transported to the water surface, but they did not
disperse and after remaining on the water surface for a few minutes they also sedimented.
The reduced surface tension was not large enough to keep the pollen masses afloat or to
disperse them. For pollen masses released above the water surface, most of the pollen
was not trapped at the surface, especially the larger sized clumps. The pollen that was
adsorbed formed a monolayer which was not dense enough and so it was only weakly
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attracted toward a depression in the water surface. We may, therefore, conclude that the
presence of a small amount of surfactant can disrupt the surface pollination process in
Ruppia maritima.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies [4, 5] have shown that when a particle comes in contact with a liquid
surface it is pulled into the interface towards its equilibrium height by the vertical
capillary force and that during this process the particle can accelerate to a relatively large
velocity normal to the interface. For example, a particle of radius 100 μm sprinkled onto
the water surface may attain a velocity of the order of 1 m/s. It is also shown that a
particle being adsorbed oscillates about its equilibrium height before coming to rest under
viscous drag. These oscillations of the particle cause the fluid around it to move away.
The flow during particle adsorption at a fluid-liquid interface is studied in this
work. During adsorption, the vertical capillary force pulling the particle into the interface
gives rise to a transient streaming flow. This lateral streaming flow is studied using the
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. This flow is directed away from the test
particle at the interface and below the interface this flow is directed towards the test
particle. The PIV technique was used to study this flow for test particles of various sizes
ranging from 550 µ to 2 mm. The test particles used were hollow glass spheres. The test
particles were dropped in a petri dish containing DI water seeded with tracer particles
which in the laser plane were illuminated by a green laser, and the flow of those partices
was recorded by a camera and then analyzed with the help of a Matlab based PIV
program.
The flow created due to adsorption was studied, and it was observed that even
though the water near the test particle started to move as soon as the particle came in
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contact with the surface, the adsorption-induced streaming flow intensity developed over
a period of time. The temporal evolution of the flow was analyzed and plotted at different
time intervals.
The intensity reached a maximal strength after a fraction of a second and then it
decreased. For a 650 µm glass sphere the maximum flow strength occurred about 0.4 s
after the particle come in contact, and for a 2 mm sphere after about 1.5 s. We also
considered 1.1 mm, 0.85 mm and 0.55 mm glass spheres for which the maximal flow
strength occurred after 0.75 s, 0.47s and 0.18 s, respectively. These results show that the
time interval after which the maximal flow strength occurred decreased with decreasing
particle size.
Flow created due to adsorption of two or more particles was also studied. When
two or more particles are dropped simultaneously onto the surface their motion in the
direction normal to the interface (and to the line joining their centers) gives rise to the
strong repulsive hydrodynamic forces which cause them to move apart. This can be
understood as a cumulative effect of each of the particles creating a streaming flow upon
adsorption which drives the adjacent particle away. The velocity with which particles
move apart increases with increasing number of particles. Results for 2-650 µm glass
particles and nearly 10-30 650 µm glass particles are presented. Also, smaller sized
particles disperse more readily because the importance of interfacial forces increases with
decreasing particle radius.
A study of the mechanism of pollination in aquatic plant Ruppia maritima has
also been presented here. This aquatic plant is native to brackish water conditions.
Detailed results of anthers releasing pollen under different circumstances and the
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migration of pollen towards stigma on the water surface are discussed. Due to the
changing water levels affected by the tides (high or low), the anthers of the plant
(sometimes the entire plant) are either submerged or above the water surface (see Figure
3.2). The stigma positions itself at the top of the water surface, creating a depression at its
tip. We collected the plants along with the native brackish water that they grow in, and
transported them back to our lab for experimental study. During experiments, the plants
were placed in beakers (with native water) such that the anthers were above and below
the water level. The process of anthers releasing pollen was recorded at 60 fps using
cameras to understand the mechanism of pollen releasing from anthers and their transport
towards the stigma. The size and shape of the pollen, anthers and stigmas are presented.
The studies reveal that, during high tide-when the anthers are submerged below
the water surface, upon dehiscence the anthers release a gas bubble which carries the
pollen mass to the water surface This is important because, in general, the pollen are
denser than water and in the absence of a gas bubble the released pollen would not reach
the water surface and would sink and cannot reach stigma. During low tide, when the
anthers are above the water surface, the pollen released from the anthers reaches the
water surface due to gravity.
The released pollen mass disperses on the water surface, which is similar to the
particle dispersion discussed above. It is observed that the time taken for the pollen mass
to disperse is different for different cases, when the pollen is engulfed in gas bubble.
Results show that the pollen mass trapped in the gas bubble may disperse instantly upon
reaching the water surface, or may take a few minutes to a few hours to disperse. Several
of these dispersed pollen masses from same/different anthers come together to form a
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pollen raft, which acts as a search vehicle on the water surface, moving in search of
stigma. The pollen raft has a high probability of pollination compared to a monolayer of
pollen or individual pollen floating on the water surface. This is because the lateral
capillary attraction between a pollen raft and the stigma is stronger.
Surface tension plays a crucial role in the whole process of pollination. The
vertical capillary forces help the dispersed pollen mass to stay afloat and the lateral
capillary forces help in the formation of pollen rafts to reach the stigma. The influence of
surfactant on the pollen dispersal mechanism is also studied and reported, as the
surfactant can reduce the surface tension. This we established by adding dishwashing
liquid surfactant to the native water in varying concentrations from 2 ppb to 200 ppm, to
determine the optimum level of surfactant that can impact the mechanism.
The surface tension reduced from 72.41 dyn/cm for native water to 29.74 dyn/cm
in water with 100 ppm surfactant concentration. The pollination mechanism was affected
for concentrations of 15 ppm and above. At 15 ppm, it was partly affected, such that few
of the released pollen did not disperse at the water surface and eventually sedimented,
and few pollen masses dispersed and managed to form pollen rafts. At 100 ppm
concentration, none of the released pollen masses dispersed and all sedimented to the
bottom of the beaker. When pollen was released from anthers located above the water
surface, the pollen dispersed completely into a monolayer and during this dispersion
process a major portion of the pollen from the pollen mass was seen to be sedimenting to
the bottom.
To study the role of salinity of native water in the whole process of pollination,
pollen masses were released on the surface of pure water and were observed under
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microscope to understand the dispersal behavior. The pollen mass dispersed completely
into monolayer on the surface of pure water, whereas the pollen mass dispersed partially
on native water.
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APPENDIX A
VERTICAL FORCE BALANCE AND LATERAL CAPILLARY FORCES ON
FLOATING POLLEN CLUSTERS
The pollen to ovule ratio in Ruppia and other seagrasses is relatively smaller, and so they
have evolved efficient two-dimensional mechanisms for transporting their pollen [33]. As
discussed in chapter 3, in Ruppia maritima, the pollen mass released below the water
surface is carried to the surface by gas bubbles released by the anthers, and the pollen
mass released above the water surface simply falls onto the surface. Once adsorbed at the
air-water interface it can continue to float at the surface and travel laterally (tangentially)
on the surface in search of a stigma. However, since Ruppia pollen mass is denser than
water (density ~ 1.024 g/cm3), if it is not adsorbed at the water surface it quickly
sediments to the bottom.
In this appendix, we estimate the lateral and vertical capillary forces acting on the
pollen grains and clusters trapped at a water surface that arise because of the deformation
of the water surface that they cause. The vertical capillary force allows particles to float
even though they are denser than water and the lateral capillary force causes them to
move laterally. However, since the magnitude of lateral capillary force decreases with
decreasing cluster size, there is a critical size below which the capillary force becomes
negligible in the sense that the force is smaller than the Brownian force.
For simplicity, in our analysis we will assume that the pollen grains and clusters
are approximately spherical. For an air-water interface, the interfacial tension is   0.07
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3
N/m, the air density is  a  1 kg m 3 , and the water density is 𝜌𝐿 = 1000 kg m . The

capillary force 𝑭𝒄 acting on a floating spherical particle (pollen mass) is given by
(A.1)

𝑭𝒄 = ∮CL 𝜸 𝑑𝑠 = 𝛾𝑠𝑐𝑙 sin 𝛽 𝐣

The integral is along the contact line (CL), 𝜸 is the surface tension acting at the
contact line, j is the unit vector normal to the surface, 𝛾 sin 𝛽 is the vertical component of
surface tension, 𝛽 is the angle the contact line makes with the surface, 𝑠𝑐𝑙 is the perimeter
of contact line along which the surface tension acts, and 𝛾 is the magnitude of 𝜸. In
general, the force has both horizontal and vertical components, but because of the
symmetry, the force on an isolated spherical particle is in the vertical direction. The
vertical capillary force is maximum when the surface tension acts vertically along the
contact line, and the maximum possible value is 𝛾𝑠𝑐𝑙 . The maximum vertical force on a
partially dispersed pollen mass is greater than that on an undispersed pollen mass because
for the former the perimeter of contact line is longer.
Let us consider the vertical force balance for the ith particle trapped in the water
surface. The buoyant weight Fbi of the ith particle is balanced by the capillary force Fci,

(A.2)

Fci + Fbi = 0.

The buoyant weight can be written as

Fbi   g L ai3 f bi (

 a  pi
h
,
,  ci , 2i ) ,
L L
ai

acceleration due to gravity,  pi is the density of the ith particle,  ci and
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where g is the
h2i

define the

floating position for the ith particle (see Figure. A.1), and f bi is the dimensionless
buoyant weight which is a function of the included arguments (see [15]).
It is easy to deduce from Fig. A1 that the capillary force Fci can be written as
Fci  2  ai sin ci sin  ci   i  , where i is the three-phase contact angle on the surface of the

ith particle (see [4] for the details). Using these expressions in equation (A.1), we obtain

Fci  2  ai sin ci sin ci  i  =  Fbi

3
= g L ai f bi (

 a  pi
h
,
,  ci , 2i )
L L
ai

(A.3)

Figure A.1 Schematic of a sphere of radius a hanging on the contact line at c. The point
of extension of the flat meniscus on the sphere determines the angle and height h2. The
contact angle  is fixed by the Young-Dupré law and angle c by the force balance.
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The equation A.3 takes the following dimensionless form

2 sin  ci sin( ci   i )  B f bi (

 a  pi
h
, , ci , 2i )
L L
ai

(A.4)

where B =  L ai2 g  is the Bond number. For a pollen grain of 40 m diameter, B = 5x10-5
and for a pollen clump of 1 mm diameter, B = 0.035. Thus, the Bond number for pollen
clusters smaller than one millimeter is much smaller than one. When the Bond number is
small the interfacial deformation is small, and the position of the particle in the interface
is determined primarily by the contact angle. Such small clusters therefore can float on
the surface without sinking. However, the presence of surfactant decreases interfacial
tension and the contact angle, which, as discussed in chapter 3, can cause pollen clusters
to sink.
The external vertical force acting on a particle in equilibrium is balanced by the
vertical component of capillary force that arises because of the deformation of interface.
The profile of the deformed interface around a particle can be obtained by integrating
Laplace’s equation and using as boundary conditions that the interface far away from the
particle is flat and that the angle between the interface and the horizontal at the particle
surface is known in terms of the total external force acting on the particle. It can be
shown that the interface height 𝜂𝑖 (𝑟) at a distance r from particle i is given by (see [1,
15])
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i (r )  ai sin( ci ) sin( ci  i ) K0 (qr )

(A.5)

where K 0 (qr ) is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order and q =

 L   a g .


Now, let us consider a second particle j at a distance r from the first particle. The
height of the second particle is lower because of the interfacial deformation caused by the
first particle, and thus the work done by the gravity (buoyant weight) on particle j is

W =  i (r) w j ,

(A.6)

where w j = Fbj is the vertical force acting on the jth particle.
Using equations (A.3) and (A.4), in equation (A.5) we obtain

W= 

4

wi w j
2

K 0 (qr )

4

= (3 𝜋𝑎𝑖3 𝜌𝑝 𝑔𝑓𝑏𝑖 ) (3 𝜋𝑎𝑗3 𝜌𝑝 𝑔𝑓𝑏𝑗 )

𝐾0 (𝑞𝑟)

(A.7)

2𝜋𝛾

In Figure A.2, W/(kT) is plotted as a function of the particle radius for two
identical particles in contact with each other (r = 2a), where k is the Boltzman constant
and T = 300K is the temperature. The parameter values are assumed to be  p  1050
kg m 3 , a1  a2  a , and fb1  fb 2  0.5 . The figure shows that for these parameter values,

W/(kT) = ~1 for a = 10.0 m, W/(kT) = ~50 for a = 20 m, and W/(kT) = ~1000 for a = 33
m.
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Figure A.2 The capillary attraction energy (Wc) divided by kT is plotted against the
particle radius. The parameters are:   0.07 N/m, 𝜌𝑎 = 1 kg m3 , 𝜌𝐿 = 1000 kg m3 ,
𝜌𝑝 = 1024 kg m3 , 𝑎1 = 𝑎1 = 𝑎 and r = 2a.
Previous studies have shown that for particles suspended in a fluid to cluster
under the action of attractive forces the associated interaction energy should be about a
hundred times kT or larger. According to the above analysis the capillary interaction
energy between two pollen grains of 40 m diameter (a = ~20 m) floating on a water
surface is approximately of O(100kT) which is consistent with our experimental
observation that individual pollen grains attract only weakly and so they do not cluster.
For pollen clusters, on the other hand, the capillary interaction energy is orders of
magnitudes larger, with the strength increasing with increasing cluster size. The capillary
force between a single pollen grain and a cluster is also larger (again, depending on the
cluster size) than that between two grains. These results are consistent with experiments
which showed that partially dispersed pollen clusters combined together under the action
of lateral capillary forces to form pollen rafts, but individual pollen grains, including their
monolayers, did not cluster. The force was greater between a pollen raft and a stigma on
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the water surface, as the latter caused the interface to deform much more significantly
than did a pollen mass.
The lateral capillary force between particles i and j is given by

Flc  

dWc
dr

=  wi w j qK1 (qr )

(A.8)

2

where K1(qr) is the modified Bessel function of first order. For two particles far away from
each other, the above reduces to

Flc = 

wi w j 1
=   4 ai3  pi g fbi   4 a3j  pj g fbj  1
2 r
3
3
 2 r

(A.9)

The lateral capillary force depends on the product of the buoyant weights of the
two particles.
Furthermore, Equations (A.6) and (A.8) also imply that with increasing distance
between two particles the capillary interaction energy decays and the attractive force
between them decreases. For example, the force between a 1 mm sized cluster and a
stigma remains significant within a distance of ~ 1 cm from the stigma. However, the
force between a raft of 5 mm radius and a stigma remains significant within a distance of
~10 cm. The size of a pollen raft depends on the number of pollen masses that combined
to form the raft. For simplicity, it is assumed that the pollen rafts are homogenous and
spherical even though the actual pollen rafts are pancake shaped consisting of partially
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dispersed pollen masses which are held together by lateral capillary forces. The volume
of pollen mass in a raft can be used find the radius of an equivalent spherical particle.
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APPENDIX B
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this appendix, the results of our numerical study aimed at modeling the role of lateral
capillary forces between a pollen raft and the stigmas in determining the probability that a
pollen raft or cluster would reach a stigma are presented. Previous studies on modeling of
pollen mechanisms in aquatic plants were based on a random-search theory and a
biophysical model which considered the role of surface water velocity [88-89]. They did
not consider the role of surface tension which plays an important role when pollination
process occurs on water surface, as is the case in Ruppia maritima. In our model based on
momentum conservation, we also consider the lateral capillary forces that act between a
pollen raft and a stigma. The numerical study assumes that the pollen raft is already
adsorbed on the water surface. As noted earlier in chapter 3, a pollen raft adsorbed on a
water surface is constrained to remain on the surface, but can move laterally on the
surface under the action of lateral forces.
The lateral capillary and hydrodynamic forces acting on a raft are computed based
on the physical parameter values that correspond to Ruppia pollination. The former arises
because of the deformations caused by the raft and the stigmas, and the latter due to the
flow on surface water. The probability that a pollen raft will come in contact with a
stigma depends on factors such as the size of the pollen raft, the magnitude and direction
of surface water velocity, and the surface density of floating stigmas, i.e., their number
per unit area of the water surface. In our simulations, we will assume that the stigmas are
distributed uniformly on the surface in a rectangular periodic lattice and the direction of
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surface flow is along a lattice direction. The stigmas are assumed to be fixed at their
locations. This is a reasonable approximation as the plants are rooted and so they do not
migrate because of the water flow. However, since the pollen stems are flexible, stigmas
can oscillate about their equilibrium positions. The lattice size is assumed to be finite in
the flow direction and periodic in the direction normal to the flow direction (see Figure
B.1). The computational model allows us to evaluate the role of parameters in pollination.
To estimate the probability of capture (or the capture rate), a large number of
pollen rafts were released (one at a time) at different upstream locations from the lattice
of stigmas and their lateral upstream positions were varied to account for all possible
trajectories (see Figure B.1). The capture rate is defined to be the fraction of rafts
captured by the stigmas. A raft was assumed to be captured if it came in contact with a
stigma, but if it left the lattice without coming in contact with any of the stigmas it was
assumed that it was not captured. A raft and a stigma were assumed to be in contact if the
distance between them was smaller or equal to the sum of their radii. Also, the surface
water velocity and the size of pollen rafts were varied to study their influence on the
capture rate.
Let us assume that there are n stigmas on the surface. The capillary force Fi
between a pollen raft p, and the ith stigma is given by:

Fpi 

wp wi 1
2 r
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(B.1)

Here wp and wi are respectively the buoyant weights of the pollen raft and the ith
stigma, γ is the interfacial tension, and r is the distance between them. As described in
the Supplementary Information of [6], wp   4  a3p  g f p  and wi   4  ai3  g fi  , where
3



3



𝑎𝑝 and 𝑎𝑖 are the effective radii of pollen and stigma respectively, 𝜌 is water density, and
f p and f i are dimensionless buoyant weight of the raft and stigma respectively. The size

of a stigma in this study is taken to be the average size (diameter 3.0 mm) and the density
is assumed to be the same as the pollen density 1.024 g/cm3. Notice that the capillary
force decreases with increasing r, and therefore the pollen raft is attracted more strongly
by a stigma that is closer. In our simulations 𝜇 = 0.89 𝑐𝑃, 𝛾 = 0.072 𝑁/𝑚. The size of
pollen rafts was varied. The values of the remaining parameters were estimated to be
𝑓𝑝 = 0.5, 𝑓𝑖 = 1.0, and  = 0.5. The number of stigmas n in our simulation was held
fixed at 120.
The total capillary force acting on the pollen raft due to the stigmas can be
obtained by a pair-wise summation of the individual interaction forces, which gives

n 
wp wi eip 
.
Fp    
 2 rip 
i 1 


(B.2)

Here eip is the unit vector from the center of stigma i to the center of pollen raft p and
rip is the distance between them.
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When the velocity of the pollen raft differs from the local surface water velocity
at its center, it also experiences a drag force. The raft velocity relative to the local water
velocity remains small because of its small size, and so we can use the Stokes equation to
estimate the drag

Fdp   6 a p (u p  uw j) ,

(B.3)

where u p is the raft velocity, 𝑢𝑤 𝐣 is the velocity of water at the surface which is assumed
to be in the y-direction,  is the water viscosity and  is a correction parameter which
accounts for the fact that the pollen raft is partially immersed in the water.
The momentum equation governing the motion of a pollen raft is obtained by
equating the rate of change of momentum to the sum of forces acting on the raft (given
by Equations (B.2) and (B.3)), which gives

mp

n 
wp wi eip 
  
 6 a p (u p  uw j)
 2 rip 
dt
i 1 


du p

(B.4)

where 𝑚𝑝 is the effective mass of the pollen raft.
Equation (B.4) implies that when the drag force is much larger than the capillary
force, the trajectory of the pollen raft would be the same as that of a material element of
water on the surface. In this case, which occurs when u w is relatively large, only those
rafts that directly collide with a stigma would be captured. On the other hand, when uw is
negligibly small or zero the capillary force determines the raft’s trajectory, and since the
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capillary force is directed toward a stigma, the raft would be captured in this case. When
the velocity is between these two limiting values the probability of capture depends on

u w as well as on the raft’s trajectory. Notice that since the capillary force decays with the
distance, only those rafts whose trajectory brings them sufficiently close to a stigma
would be captured. Also, when u w is larger, a raft would be captured only if it is on a
trajectory that brings it closer to the stigma.

Figure B.1 Rectangular lattice of stigmas on a water surface. The initial lateral upstream
locations (x) of the pollen rafts were varied to sample the possible trajectories.
An estimate of the critical water velocity on the surface for which the drag and
capillary forces are equal can be obtained by assuming that there is only one stigma on
the surface and equating the forces given by Eq. (B.1) and Eq. (B.3), which gives

uw,crit 

wp wi
24 2 a 2p

.
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(B.5)

In evaluating the above, we have assumed that the distance between the stigma
and the pollen raft is two times the raft radius. This expression gives the critical velocity
above which the pollen is unlikely to be captured. In figure B.2, the critical velocity is
plotted as a function of the raft radius. The figure shows that as the raft radius increases,
the critical velocity also increases. Also, for a given u w there is a critical raft size such
that the rafts smaller than this size are not likely to be captured (unless they collide
directly with a stigma). However, also note that when more stigmas are present the
capillary force is larger which increases the probability of capture, but this problem has to
be investigated numerically, as we do below.

12
uw,crit (m/s)
8

4

0
0

0.5

1
Pollen raft radius (mm)

1.5

Figure B.2 The critical velocity of water on the surface for a stigma with radius 𝑎𝑖 =
0.002 𝑚 is plotted as a function of pollen raft radius. Notice that the critical velocity
increases with increasing raft radius which indicates that the capillary forces are stronger
for larger rafts.
In our simulations, n stigmas were placed on a periodic lattice. Then, m pollen
rafts were released one at a time from the upstream positions. The initial raft positions
were uniformly distributed along the x-axis and were released at a fixed upstream
distance from the lattice which was varied to study its role. The governing equations were
numerically integrated in time to obtain the trajectories of pollen rafts. The system of
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equations was discretized using an implicit second order scheme in time. The time step
used in the simulations was selected by verifying that the simulation results did not
change when the time step was reduced. A raft was either captured by a stigma or
escaped from the lattice.
B.1 Simulation Results
We first present the results, which show that the numerically computed capture rate of the
pollen rafts is independent of the time step used and of the number of rafts released when
a sufficiently large number of rafts are released. Figure B.3 shows the percentage of
pollen rafts captured for two different time steps as a function of the number of rafts
released. The percentage of rafts captured did not change significantly when the time step
was reduced by a factor of 10. The difference between the results for the two time steps
diminished as the number of pollen rafts released was increased. Also, when about 1000
rafts were released the capture rate was already independent of the number of rafts
released.
Figure B.4 shows that the capture rate is independent of the upstream distance yd
from the lattice at which the rafts are released. The same number of rafts were released
and they were uniformly distributed along the x-direction. Thus, although the probability
of capture of a raft in a given lattice of stigma depends on its trajectory, it is possible to
define an average capture rate. The probability of capture of a raft released at an arbitrary
upstream position can be approximated by the average capture rate. Also, the average
capture rate can be used to quantify the roles of various parameters, as we do below.
We next study the dependence of capture rate on the distance between two
stigmas ( xL ) in the direction normal to flow, the surface water velocity u w , and the size
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of pollen rafts. The area fraction of stigmas, defined to be the number of stigmas per unit
area of the water surface, is equal to

1 , where
xF is the distance between the stigmas
xL xF

in the flow direction. For a fixed value of xL , the area fraction is inversely proportional
to xL . Thus, the capture rate is expected to increase with decreasing xL as there are more
stigmas present per unit area.
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Figure B.3 The percentage of pollen rafts captured is shown as a function of the number
of pollen rafts released (N) for two different time steps. The parameter values are: xL =
0.5 m, yd = 0.5 m, uw = 0.3 m/s, 𝑎𝑝 = 1 mm, and 𝑎𝑖 = 2 𝑚𝑚.
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Figure B.4 The percentage of pollen rafts captured is shown as a function of the
upstream distance from which the rafts were released. The parameters values are: xL =
0.5 m, uw = 0.3 m/s, 𝑎𝑝 = 0.001 m,𝑎𝑖 = 0.002 𝑚 and N = 3000.
In Figure B.5, the capture rate is plotted as a function xL for u w = 0.3 m/s. As
expected, the capture rate increases as xL is reduced. The increase is due to two reasons.
First, since the surface density of stigmas is greater, the average minimum distance
between the pollen rafts trajectories and the stigmas is smaller. This increases the
percentage of capture as the fraction of pollen rafts coming into contact with the stigmas
is larger. The second reason is that the relative importance of capillary force increases
with decreasing distance, since the capillary force increases with decreasing distance.
Therefore, the attractive force between the pollen rafts and the stigmas is greater and so
they are more likely to be captured. On the other hand, when the distance between the
stigmas is larger the percentage of capture diminishes as only those rafts that come
sufficiently close to a stigma are captured.
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Figure B.5 The percentage of pollen rafts captured is shown as a function of xL for uw =
0.3 m/s, yd = 0.5 m, 𝑎𝑝 = 1 mm, 𝑎𝑖 = 2 𝑚𝑚, and N = 3000.
For raft radius between 50 µm and 1.5 mm, the effect of surface water velocity
u w on the capture percentage is shown in figure B.6a. The radius 50 µm is approximately

2.5 times the mean radius of a single pollen grain, and 1.5 mm is the average radius of
pollen rafts. The capture rate is maximal for the smallest speed considered, i.e., 100
mm/s. In fact, at this speed, the capture rate is 100% for the rafts that have radius larger
than 0.2 mm. This is because for them the capillary force is the dominant force and so all
of the rafts released upstream of the stigma lattice are captured. The capture rate
decreases from this maximal value when u w is increased. The decrease is faster for the
smaller rafts. For example, when u w = 1 m/s and the raft radius is 1 mm, it decreases to
30%. For a 1 mm raft the capture rate decreases to about 10.2% when u w is 10 m/s. This
means that about 10% of the pollen mass in 1 mm pollen rafts is deposited at the stigmas,
the remaining 90% is swept away by the flow. On the other hand, about 18% of the
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pollen mass in 1.5 mm pollen rafts is deposited at the stigmas, and about 3% of the pollen
mass in 0.5 mm pollen rafts is deposited at the stigmas. Also, notice that for a fixed value
of u w the capture rate increases with increasing raft size. This is because the capillary
force increases with increasing raft size, and so larger rafts are more likely to be captured
by stigmas. Thus, for small u w , there is a critical raft radius above which all the rafts are
captured. This analysis assumes that the surface minimums are created by stigmas alone.
It is noteworthy that the capture rate for 50 µm pollen rafts (diameter 100 µm,
consisting of about 10 pollen grains) is around 0.67% even when the surface water
velocity is very small. This value of the capture rate is approximately the fractional crosssectional length of the surface that is occupied by the stigma in the direction
perpendicular to the flow direction, which means that only those pollen rafts that directly
collide with a stigma are captured. The fractional cross-sectional length determines the
fraction of the streamlines that intersect a stigma. This is because a 50 µm raft simply
moves in the direction of the surface flow since the capillary force acting on it is
negligible. In our simulations, it is assumed that a pollen cluster is captured if it comes in
contact with a stigma. However, in the real problem the pollen cluster will be captured
only if the capillary force acting on it is larger than the drag force. On the other hand, if
the drag force on the cluster is larger, it will not attach to the stigma, as the flow would
cause it wash away from the stigma. Also, our analysis assumes that the attractive force
causing the initial attachment of a pollen cluster with a stigma is the capillary force. This
leaves out the possibility that some other presently unkown attractive force between a
pollen cluster and a stigma exists.
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In Figure B.6b similar results are shown for the case where the stigma radius was
1.5 mm and the dimensionless parameter 𝑓𝑏 = 0.5. These values for the stigmas were
varied to study the role of stigma size and buoyancy on the capture rate. Raft radius was
varied between 50 µm and 1.5 mm and the water speed between 10 mm/s and 50 m/s.
The results are similar except that the capture rate for a given u w is reduced due to the
reduction in stigma size and 𝑓𝑏 , both of which reduced the capillary force. However, the
capture rate increased to the value in Figure B.6a when u w was smaller. In other words,
the results for the two cases are similar except that the critical speed at which the
transition occurred in Figure B.6b is smaller since the capillary forces are smaller. These
results show that the capillary forces play an important role in Hydrophilous pollination.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.6 The percentage of pollen rafts captured as a function of the surface water
velocity uw for six different raft sizes; xL = 0.5 m and yd = 0.5 m. (a) 𝑓𝑏 = 0.9 and 𝑎𝑖 =
2 𝑚𝑚 and (b) 𝑓𝑏 = 0.5 and 𝑎𝑖 = 1.5 𝑚𝑚.
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In summary, our numerical results imply that the probability of pollination
increases when pollen grains combine to form rafts, since a higher percentage of the
pollen mass is deposited at the surface minimums created by the stigmas. The increase
happens for all surface water speeds, but it is most significant when the speed is between
0.1-10 m/s. The capture rate increases because the capillary force between a raft and a
stigma increases with increasing raft size. The capture rate decreases with increasing u w
because the drag force causes the rafts to move in the direction of water flow reducing the
influence of capillary force.
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